Tat2X® Offers More Sizing Options for Ink Armor Tattoo Cover Up
Sleeves
After assessing customer feedback and testing several prototypes Tat2X is very
proud to offer a Petite size sleeve in both the full-arm and forearm nine inch Ink Armor
sleeve styles.
February 25, 2014 (FPRC) -- Based in Long Beach, California, Tat2X® has been a leading
manufacturer of tattoo cover up sleeves in the United States since 2008. The company ships Ink
Armor™ tattoo cover up sleeves worldwide and offers them in eleven different styles as well as
twenty-five different colors and patterns. “We are constantly striving to give our customers as much
variety as possible so that they can maintain their individuality,” explains Tat2X founder and CEO
Mo Nelson. “We are dedicated to giving our customers exactly what they want and that’s why we
are now offering a Petite sleeve size,” continues Mo. “People come in all shapes and sizes and we
aim to fit their needs,” says Mo.
After assessing customer feedback and testing several prototypes Tat2X is very proud to offer a
Petite size sleeve in both the full-arm and forearm nine inch Ink Armor sleeve styles. This brings the
total number of sizes offered in the full-arm and forearm nine inch sleeve style to five. These now
include Petite, XSS (extra-small/small), ML (medium/large), XL2X (extra-large/2X) and 3X. The new
Petite size is was both alpha and beta tested to make sure it met Tat2X quality control standards.
Petite is currently not available in all colors and patterns but will continue to be expanded into the
Ink Armor sleeve line over time. “We are going to keep a close eye on the sales of our new Petite
sleeve size and if things go well we will start offering the Petite size in more colors as well as styles,”
states Mo Nelson.
Tat2X plans to continue to expand its’ product offering and is currently testing a neck sleeve and a
new cover glove that will be released to the public if they make it through the quality control and
testing process. All new colors and styles offered at the Tat2X online store are based on direct
feedback from Tat2X customers and resellers as well as market research.
Contact Information
For more information contact Trip Albagdadi of Tat2X (http://www.tat2x.com)
(888) 277-8820
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